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Abstract
Side-channel security studies information leakage (and its countermeasures) due to some “side effects”
of a program’s execution, such as its execution time, computer (micro-)architecture access patterns, power
consumption, etc. Many previous works on side-channel security have studied attacks from unprivileged
applications, most notably in the context of public clouds hosting customers’ virtual machines and
containers, mobile phones running untrusted apps, and browsers loading third-party scripts. The recent
emergence of confidential computing has dramatically shifted the landscape of side-channel security, both
in terms of attacks and defenses. Enabled by new CPU extensions, such as Intel SGX and AMD SEV,
confidential computing allows applications to be securely executed on untrusted software stacks. A variety
of privacy-sensitive applications, such as confidential cloud computing and privacy-preserving
blockchains, are made possible by confidential computing. While the demand for a high degree of
confidentiality has offered new opportunities for side-channel security, however, side-channel threats
from privileged software also bring unprecedented challenges. This talk will highlight these opportunities
and challenges; it will also present some existing solutions that might shape future research directions.
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